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Research 

The stakeholders wanted a very realistic interaction system, so my first step was to find out 
what's out there. A lot of VR games use floating hands which would not have been useful in 
our experience. After looking at/trying popular VR experiences, I decided to focus on the 
interaction systems in 2 games/experiences: Boneworks and Spider-Man: Far From 
Home VR experience. 

The IK interaction system in the Spider-Man experience uses simple IK nodes and doesn't 
involve the player being in control of minor mechanics such as individual finger 
articulation. At first glance, I did notice that elbow rotation is a hit or miss, with them 
bending outwards if the rotation of the palms exceeded a certain point. 

Image obtained from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onuEJPDUdJs 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onuEJPDUdJs


The wrists also did not appear to have any corrective blendshapes attached to them. At 
many points during the experience, they bent in immersion-breaking ways where it would 
crease near the wrist joint if I did not position them correctly (see image below). Although 
the implementation of the IK system is satisfactory for a promotional experience, I wanted 
to create something that would address all these issues. 

Boneworks on the other hand, has one of the best IK systems I've seen. All joints work 
great and it is pretty difficult to break them in the game. I believe that player wrist rotation 
in VR can make or break an experience and as per my experience, Bonework's 
implementation of this was near flawless. This is what I sought to recreate in Unreal Engine. 

I also looked at character IK systems in games such as UFC 2 and  For Honor to get a 
better understanding of what a AAA quality animation/rig looks like. 

Implementation 

For the player character, I was given a fully rigged and skinned body and I was tasked to 
create the IK system using this model. As this was my first time creating an interaction 
system in Unreal, I decided to use a simple Two-Bone IK node. Getting this to work 
correctly proved to be especially difficult as the normals of certain joints did not work well 
with the node, making them fly off in random directions.  

I then decided to experiment with FABRIK. This node worked well but like the Spider-Man 
experience, the elbows rotated in strange ways and all attempts at fixing it failed, even 
with the assistance of in-house Unreal Engine experts. Finally, I decided to use the 
experimental CCDIK node and this gave me a lot more control over the position of the 
elbows and other joints. But implementing it wasn't easy.  

After trying to combine various nodes with CCDIK for weeks, I finally created the perfect 
sequence of nodes that included various Break (transform and rotator) nodes, "Apply a 
percentage of rotation" node and a Bone driven controller. This had to be done because 
I had to set up the system in such a way that certain bones affect others (for example, 
rotating the wrist will apply a small rotation to the elbow joint, thus creating a very natural 
appearance). I also clamped the rotation of the controllers so that excess rotation would 
not affect the IK system. 



Adding finger articulation involved connecting the rotation of finger bones to the pressure 
of the Oculus controllers. The greater the pressure, the more they curled. To improve 
realism, I changed the rotation amount and direction of individual joints so that every 
single one of them curled in a slightly different way.  

Finally, I manipulated the arm mesh in Maya and created corrective blendshapes to avoid 
strange deformation of the skin. The blendshapes were implemented using Morph 
Targets in Unreal Engine and were activated when the joints rotated beyond a certain 
point. The seamlessness was achieved using the Timeline node which activated/
deactivated the morph targets based on the rotation. A total of 4 corrections were 
implemented into the system, these were: 

• Wrist correction when palm is facing forward (like a stop sign!) 

• Wrist correction when palm is facing backward 

• Wrist correction when rotated in the X-Axis 

• Correction of the crease of the elbow when hand is brought close to the body 

Optimization 

Optimization played a huge role in this project as it had to be ported to various platforms 
including mobile (Oculus Quest). I had to make various adjustments to the level to ensure 
that the experience ran at an excess of 80 FPS. Some of these included: 

• Replacing shadows of visible objects with decals that emulated shadows 

• Replaced major real-time lights with emissive materials that lit up when bloom was 
activated in post processing 

• Disable shadows on the player model since the focus was on the way the player interacts 
with the virtual human and less on the visuals 

• Utilize the darkness in the scene to remove unwanted objects 

• Highly compressing media files (taking sizes of certain files from ~300 Mb to 15 Mb) 



• Using only 2 spot lights with real-time shadows. Area and point lights did not create the 
effect we wanted.  

Please e-mail me if you want a breakdown of my interaction system in Unreal Engine
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